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Troy De Souza gives his resume to recruiter Jeff
Ladierre Wednesday at the Texas Instruments table

Sean Penello/Spartan Daily
during the Career Expo in the Event Center. Texas
Instruments was one of 90 booths at the job fair.

LOOKING FOR
A GOOD JOB
Students come armed with resumes,
confidence in search of employment
By Donna Carmichael
StaffWriter

Job searchers wait In line for an opportunity to
interview with Lockheed Martin Corp. recruiters
Wednesday at the San Jose State University

Sean PeneIlo/Spartan Daily
Career Expo in the Event Center. The job fair
attracted about 3,000 students looking for intemships and summer jobs.

Parking solutions
sought for campus
By D.S. Perez
Staff Writer
University
Police
The
Department is looking into possible solutions to alleviate the problem of the limited number of
parking spaces that could arise
from the construction work going
on around campus.
According to the UPD’s
October parking report, the San
Jose State University has lost 308
spaces. The losses occurred at Lot
4 by the ATM machines due to the
Business Classroom renovation
project and Lot 20 because of the
construction of the Associated
Students Children’s Center on
South Eighth Street.
According to the report, with
the possible loss of the first floor
of the Tenth Street Garage from
construction due to the joint
library project, there could be an
additional loss of 279 spaces. With
a total of 5,917 spaces on the
main campus, the total loss of
parking spots from the three construction projects would be slightly less than 10 percent.
According to Sgt. John
Hernandez, the UPD is looking
into leasing a lot next to the 280
Freeway, at Second and Third
streets
The lot is currently lensed by
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the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans).
UPD Chief Ric Abeyta said the
lot, currently a dirt patch, would
provide between 200 to 300
spaces, and it may be available for
SJSU parking as early as next fall
if Caltrans is finished using it.
The lot, Abeyta said, is currently leased to a construction company that is doing retrofitting work
for Coltrane.
Abeyta said it will cost
$500,000 to make the lot operable.
The expenses would cover the
cost of having the lots paved,
painted, in addition to the installation of lighting, fencing and blue
light phones.
Abeyta said the new lot will be
for student parking.
"We’ve displaced a number of
students already from the construction work that’s going on.
Any new parking we can get will
go to the students," he said.
Abeyta added that people who
park at the lot would be picked up
by SJSU shuttle buses.
The shuttle bus currently runs
from the Park and Ride lot at
Seventh Street to the main campus.
The UPD is also talk ing with

See Parking, page 8
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By Cindy Arora
Staff Writer
Like most students, Domingo
work,
Banaga tries to do it all
attend school and plan for the
future. A computer science major
at San Jose State University,
Banaga also attends New
Horizon, a vocational school
that’s teaching him about computer networking and operating
systems.
He juggles all this for one
thing market appeal.
"The computer field is very
competitive," he said. "There are
a lot of people graduating. I’m
just trying to get experience
while I’m still in school. You’ve
got to make yourself marketable."
Banaga was among the hundreds of attendees at SJSUs
Career Expo on Wednesday, waiting in long lines with a resume
and dressed in business suits.
The students massed around
Cisco systems, IBM and Sun

See Jobs, page 4

See High-tech, page 8

A.S. candidates explain platforms in election forum
By Adam Pavlacka
Semler Staff Writer
Even though less than 15 students showed up for the A.S.
Candidate Forum, there was still
plenty to be said.
The forum, which was held
Wednesday in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room, was
designed for students to learn
about the candidates and their
platforms.
As the forum began all of the
candidates introduced themselves
and their goals for the year, if
elected.
Rai-mon Barnes and Carlos
Aguirre are both vying for the
position of A.S. controller. Barnes,
who is a member of the Blue and
Gold party, said his main goal as
controller would be to let students
know how collected student fees
are spent. Producing a detailed
budget list for students to review,
he said, is one of his goals.
"Students really need to know
exactly where their funds are
going," Barnes said.
Aguirre is running on a platform of experience. Aguirre, who
represents the Spartan party, said
he has served as a member of the
A.S. Board of Directors, the
Finance Committee and the
Campus Fee Advisory Committee.
This experience, he said, makes
him the perfect candidate for the
job.
Running for the office of A.S.
vice president is ICristina Palos, of
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Spartans ’Don’ five-game
win streak with 8-q victoTy over USF Page 6

Career Expo 1999 drew a
crowd of about 3,000 students,
who packed into San Jose
University’s
Event
State
Center Wednesday, seeking
internships and summer jobs.
Ninety companies from
around the Bay Area such as
Cisco
Systems,
Amdahl
Paramount’s
Corporation,
Great America and The City of
Santa Clara’s Parks and
Recreation Department had
recruiters on hand. Company
representatives met briefly
with students and accepted
resumes from those seeking
summer jobs and internships.
Thursday’s program, that
will host 189 employers, is
devoted to graduating students
and SJSU alumni seeking fulltime jobs.
Career Expo, now in its 29th
year, has grown from a one-day
venue in the Student Union

with 30 employers to its current two-day format with 275
employers represented, said
Margaret Wilkes of the Career
Center.
Students arrived through
the upper level of the Event
Center into a greeting area.
There they registered and
signed in on sheets requiring
both name and student identification number. Students then
had the opportunity to sit and
view a short videotape detailing how they could best utilize
the Career Expo. An in-house
video camera carried the action
on the floor of the arena to a
monitor, so students could see
what awaited them in the
arena.
Irene Peck, recruiting services coordinator for the
Career Center, said alumni
wore identifying blue ribbons,
which helped students connect
with someone who had been
through the process before.

High-tech industry
draws big interest
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A.S. Controller candidate Rai-mon Barnes
answers a question from the moderator while fellow
the Blue and Gold party, and
Anthony Drummond, of the
Spartan party.
Palos’ experience includes serving as the A.S. director of

Sugano/Spartm Daily
Blue and Gold party members Heather Cook and
Kristina Palos wait for a chance to speak.

Rights
and
Student’s
Responsibilities, the vice president of the Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority and as a member of the
Student Fairness Committee. She

said her primary goal is to get A.S.
to play a bigger role on campus.
Palos plans to accomplish her
goal by focusing on outreach to

See Candidates, page 4
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"Congeniality Not Included’
tells how Buchanan
helps Democrats Page 2

’Lock, Stock’ gives two
barrels-full of a good
time
Page 5
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Unworthy presidential candidates pollute politics
Aalong the many official and unofficial
Republican bids for the 2000 presidential
nomination, Pat Buchanan announced his
inn.nt ion to run for a third time.
Good.
As long as he and former Vice President Dan
Quayle, who is also considering running for the
Republican nomination, keep up their campaigning, the party will be divided.
Granted, the Republicans in the Buchanan
camp will be the over-the-edge, right-wing,
extreme conservatives, who are actually becoming
a minority in the party, but hopefully, there will be
enough of them to keep George W. Bush and
Elizabeth Dole from garnering a strong base.
Bush, currently the governor of Texas, is trying
to distance himself from extremists such as
Buchanan by calling his campaign "compassionate
conservatism," or some political middle-of-the-road
rhetoric.
However, he’s still a Bush, and if his bloodline
has any influence on him, he would surely start
spending social funds on weapons spending.
Although it is exciting to see Dole, former head
of the American Red Cross, actually having a feasible chance of becoming the Republican candidate, it’s only exciting because she would be the
first woman to get that far in American politics.
My hopes for her success quickly fade though
with the onslaught of her conservative views.
Sorry, fellow feminists, I must choose my party
over my gender. Plus, if Dole was elected, the

Suit involving former
Gov. Wilson applauded
week, former Gov. Pete Wilson asked the
Last
state Supreme Court to throw out a lawsuit
claiming he violated the Brown Act.
Norrnally, this isn’t earth-shattering news, but
what makes the lawsuit significant for us on the
Spartan Daily is the suit was brought by a student
newspaper.
The Daily Nexis, the student-run paper at the
University of California at Santa Barbara, accused
Wilson of lining up votes by phone before a July 1995
meeting of the University of California Regents where
they banned affirmative action on all UC campuses.
Wilson’s actions are a clear violation of the Brown
Act, which guarantees open meetings of public officials.
We applaud the Daily Nexis for searching for the
truth, challenging a powerful governmental official
and sticking to its guns under pressure from the former governor’s office.
In the lawsuit, the Daily Nexis is seeking to overturn the ban on affirmative action a point which
became moot with the passing of Proposition 209. In
1996, California voters passed the proposition that
banned giving preference to underrepresented
minorities and females.
In March of 1998, a s’ate appeals court could not
seek a repeal on the ban, but could seek a court order
stating Wilson and the UC Regents had violated
the Brown Act by discussing the vote before the meeting.
Attorney’s for both Wilson and the Regents, have
called the suit ridiculous and a "meaningless gesture."
We couldn’t disagree more.
Student newspapers are often looked at as a farce
and as nothing more than a fun thing to read in a boring class, but the Daily Nexis has proven that we, as
student journalists, are serious about informing the
public.
We at the Spartan Daily, like the Daily Nexis, realize that we need to be an advocate for the student population.
Major decisions concerning not only campus business, but business that impacts the community as
well, occurs everyday in the UC system as well as the
California State University system.
We can think of two incidents involving our campus
the removal of Carl’s Jr. and the dismissal of the
California Education Technology Initiative (CETI)
which the Spartan Daily has shed light on in the past
two years.
Were Carl’s Jr., CETI and the affirmative action
ban going to change history?
That is irrelevant.
The point is these actions, by persons of authority,
would have gone unchecked had it not been for student journalists.
Just as students study business, political science or
biology, we are training to be professional reporters.
What we learn here, may just help us uncover some
injustice that is truly going to change history.
Way to go Daily Nexis, keep up the good work.

CONGENIALITY
NOT
INCLUDED
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Margaret Bethel
achievement of one woman would only bring on
the subjugation of many, as her conservative views
would inhibit rights for
such as anti-choice
women.
Buchanan would probably suggest stripping
women of all rights.
According to a March 3 Reuters report,
Buchanan spouted, among many other ridiculous
ideas, that his itinerary definitely includes taking
rights from women.
"As long as Pat Buchanan is fighting in the
arena , there will be at least one major political
party that dares, without apology, to stand up for
the rights of the unborn," he said.
Yes, he does dare, without apology, to totally disregard a woman’s right to decide what to do with
her own body in order to impose his religiousbased views on them through lawmaking. That is
why he will never get elected.
The scary thing is many other Republicans feel
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McCrossin’s article in
Ryan
the Feb. 25 issue recommends what educators
should do, but where is the students’ part in all this? Appeals to
students, whether through the
latest resources or flexible
teaching approaches, will not
necessarily improve the quality
of education.
Resources such as the library
can offer the Internet to help
accommodate students’ needs,
but how many of us can do without the surfing for a day and
delve into research the good oldfashioned way by scavenging the
library itself’? If we students and
educators alike want to see
improvement, students must
actually avail themselves of the
services.
Appeals to students by teaching grammar flexibly can read
as an invitation to lower standards. This approach might be
convenient at the time, but it
will likely cttch up to those of us
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Opinion page policies

that makes supposedly outdated
works find its way to the hearts
and minds of even today’s student.
To see something Dionysian
in Toni Morrison’s "Sula," for
example, is exciting, but it helps
to beccime familiar with the reference. If we are unfamiliar with
similar allusions, we can miss
out on an author’s point, perhaps the very one that could
help make the novel speak to us.
Because these works are generally no part of the current curriculum, students would need to
pick up the reading on their
own.
McCrossin may mean well
when he looks into ways of
improving education, but I hope
he is aware that quality education depends as much on students themselves as it does educators.
Jamie Ramirez
English

DiMaggio column full of heart, emotions

of view that hes eppeered in the Spartan Ikeily
Subniiesion become the proportv of I he Spartan Daily and rimy
be edited for rlardy grammar. libel and length Submiselone
mud contain the author’s manse, stigma phone number.

an employee, as well as a
Iam
student, of San Jose State
University. and I read the
Spartan Daily each day.
The article "Of DiMaggio,
Grandfathers
and
Living
Forever," by Jon Perez was a
most touching and descriptive
article. It was the best that I
have read in the Spartan in a
long time The reason being that

signature and major
Stibmismons may be put in tho Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily (Min. In Inaight Bernet Hall Room 299. mint by fa.
to ,40fli 924-3237, e-mailed to SDAILYetunc spm edu or mailed to
the Spartan Deily ()pinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mean
Communications, San Jo. State University, One Washington
Sonere San JOOP, CA 95192 0149
&Mortals are written by. and are the eonsensw. of, the
Spartan Daily editors. not the staff.
Published opinion. and advertieements do not neceesanly reflect the
nee. of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mau
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who got by without learning
basic grammar rules. It’s no
wonder that a bulk of students,
for whom English is a native
language, study English as if it
were a foreign one. We should
not really expect professors to
make learning grammar fun or
prove its worth through entertaining. Though listening to
them spout a School House Rock
lyric or two would not hurt to
reinforce a concept, lessons do
not need to be boring or tedious.
Sometimes, though, it takes
drilling and memorizing to have
a grasp on what we all need to
know eventually, and students
wanting a decent education
might do just that.
This flexible approach could
also apply to what McCrossin
describes as "force feeding of
’great works of literature.’ "
While not all students can
specifically identify with the
required novels for a class, there
is sure to be a universal idea

themselvm on the

Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor is a 200word response to an OrIstiO or point
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Education reform needs student involvement

Senior Staff Writern Leah Bower, Mein PavIricka. Ginnie White

Readers are nrouraged to expres

Breast cancer
research needs
more funding
Melissa Ma tchak

SPARTAN DAILY

ADVERTISING

the same way as Buchanan, but they keep their
simple-minded opinions to themselves until they
get into whatever office they’re running for and
start to shape legislation.
Many conservatives feel, like Buchanan, that
minorities are the cause of America’s problems
too.
In Buchanan’s announcement of his candidacy,
reported in Reuters, he didn’t even pretend to be
more enlightened than the racist dolt that he is.
He actually called for a moratorium on immigration, and a "national campaign of assimilation.
America ... is not some polyglot boarding house for
the world; this land is our land, this home is our
home," he said.
Meaning, this is the land and the home of white
men such as himself, and any immigrant in this
country should throw his own cultural lifestyle in
the trash and try to start being more white.
"It is our calling to recapture the independerice
and lost sovereignty of the American republic, to
clean up all that pollutes our culture and to heal
the soul of America."
As an American, my soul is just fine and
Buchanan has no right, as a politician, to take it
upon himself to decide a country needs soul healthat is not the role of a president.
ing
And if there’s anything polluting our culture it’s
the megalomaniacs like Buchanan.
Margaret Bethel is the
Spartan Daily copy editor
’Congeniality Not Included* appears every Thursday

Or S.ISII
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where high technology is everywhere and fast is better, Perez
touched on the world of feelings,
love and sentimentality that is
all but lost in today’s fast world.
Taking the time to make tribute to DiMaggio and his grandfather and how "one of our
greats" whom we recently lost,
touched his life was a breath of
fresh air in today’s world.

Jon, you have a real knack for
putting feelings into words, so
that when a reader such as
read your article and also said
goodbye to DiMaggio this week,
I will remember your article,
you, DiMaggio and your grandfather. Thank you.
Kate Shelton
engineering graduate studies

Fifty-eight thousand
people died in the
Vietnam War. In the
same
10-year period,
almost six times that number died of breast cancer,
according to the Susan G.
Withers FohnclEitidn:
According to the National Alliance of Breast
Cancer Organizations, a breast cancer case will be
diagnosed every three minutes, and a woman will
die from breast cancer every 12 minutes this year.
The most frightening fact for me is that my
grandmother is a survivor of breast cancer. Her survival is not the scary part, the fact that at age 71,
she was diagnosed and had one breast removed is.
She had the other breast removed five years later.
Being her granddaughter, I am at risk of developing breast cancer. The American Cancer Society
estimates one in nine women in the U.S. will develop breast cancer in her lifetime.
Many people know someone who lives with, has
survived or has died from this disease. With so
many women out there at risk and so many dying
each year, why is the government playing scrooge
with money for funding breast cancer research?
In 1990, the federal government spent $1.4 billion on all cancer research, but only $77 million was
used on breast cancer research, according to a
Newsweek magazine article.
Do members of Congress not have mothers,
wives, sisters, aunts, daughters and nieces?
According to the National Alliance of Breast
Cancer Organizations, the No. 1 barrier to research
progress is inadequate Federal appropriations and
private funding for scientists. This means breast
cancer is not getting the attention it deserves. It
seems the significance of the lives of women with
breast cancer is underrated.
Breast cancer cases have more than doubled in
the past 30 years, according to the Breast Cancer
Fund. There are also reports that more than 10,000
cancer-related bills are introduced to Congress, but
only a few make it through the legislative process.
According to Susan Love’s Breast Book, the
National Breast Cancer Coalition got a bill passed
in Congress so that $210 million would be cut from
the 1992 defense budget and used for breast cancer
research. Why doesn’t this happen again?
Cancer is not something we can ignore. It’s not
going to disappear anytime soon. It scares me to
think about how many people are dying from some
type of cancer, and the light at the end of the cure
tunnel is still quite dim. According to the Breast
Cancer Fund, breast cancer accounted for 17 percent of all Arnerican cancer deaths, but only 6 percent of the federal cancer budget in 1990. in 1997,
the U.S. Congress appropriated a record $536 million in funds, but it’s still not enough. The same
year, the Breast Cancer Fund said that cancer cost
the United States $100 billion while the federal government spent only $13 billion on cancer research.
The research continues as companies such as
Yoplait Yogurt donate 50 cents to the Breast Cancer
Research Foundation for every lid sent and promise
a maximum of $100,000 in donations. Fifty cents
per lid may not seem like much, but it does add up.
I’ve been sending in mine.
Many people have the "It won’t happen to me"
attitude, but it can happen to any woman. I didn’t
know about my grandmother’s breast cancer until a
few years ago. Until then, I’d never thought about
being at risk for it. It was a wake-up call for me, and
I realized how many people the disease affects. My
life isn’t consumed with the fear of waking up one
day with breast cancer, but I do think about keeping
myself healthy and avoiding things that could
increase my risk of developing it.
We all have female relatives, and I know I’d certainly miss any of mine that died. The fight to find
a cure needs to continue, not just for breast cancer
but for all cancer. The government should consider
what’s really important when considering the
national budget. This country’s women are just as
important as the men.
Melissa Matchak is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Quotefor the Daily

’Real Love’ very real for Christian students
I am responding to Ms.
Margaret Bethel’s opinion piece
on " ’Real Love’ not realistic for
everyone," in the Feb. 18 issue of
the Spartfui Daily.
She implied that I, and others,
were judgemental, yet that is
what she has specifically done
with me and Christians. She has
judged me as someone to disrespect because I do not agree with
her one right view of love and relativistic view of God. Can’t we
just disagree with one another’s
opinions?
During the week, in our presentations, we did not use colorful
adjectives that demean people or
make them feel stupid as Bethel
did. If we had, we would have
been judging.
Bethel’s claim that we, as
Christians, follow a God who is a
heterosexual, white man, who
casts judgement on all nonChristians, is not true. First of all,
Christifuas believe that Jesus is
God and he was a Jew. Secondly,
the Bible itself states that the
message is for everyone in

Romans 10:11-12.
But what about this "Real
Love?" None of us are perfect
this is a known fact. We’ve all
sinned.
OK, so if none of us are perfect,
can we love perfectly? Obviously
not. Whether it be a father, mother, son, daughter, husband or wife,
all will love well at times but will
also mess up. God never messes
up because He is Love and is perfect. That is why He has "Real
Love," perfect love that we all
long for. Even Christians don’t
love perfectly. But because they
are learning from God, they
express his real love more than if
they were without His guidance.
Is then, Bethel’s and all nonChristians love for their family
and friends meaningless. No, not
at all. We were made to love. As
hard as it is at times to love, we
enjoy it and find a sense of fulfillment when doing it. But this love
is just a taste of what we were
made for and just an inlding of
what God’s perfect love is. In Him,
we find the purpose and fulfill-

MIXED MEDIA

Page 3

ment of the love we were created
for as human beings.
Finally, I will respond to
Bethel’s final question about why
did we pick premarital sex as a
topic to present God and His love.
It is quite clear that on crunpuses
across Aznerica, men and women
are searching for love and intimacy, going from one relationship to
another. Many students are lonely and tired of relationships.
Of students surveyed at SJSU
during the week, approximately
52 percent said they were interested in having a personal relationship with God. Thirty-five
percent said they were not and 19
percent said maybe. Most students are interested in finding an
intimate love relationship with
God. Why not share God’s love
that satisfies our deepest yearnings and leaves us with a peace
that surpasses all understanding?

"Whenever I watch T.V. and see those poor, starving lcids all over
the world, I can’t help but cry. I mean, I’d love to be skinny like
that, but not with all those flies and death and stuff. "
Mariah Carey
pop singer

summerteethwilco
The biting new album featuring the single "Can’t Stand It

Eddie Zacapa
volunteer staff leader
Campus Crusade for Christ

BY JACK OHMAN & SCOTT WILLIS
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Join us this Friday for FREE Grandstand Admission, Live Music,
SI Beers*, SI Sodas and SI Hot Dogs at Bay Meadows.

First Race 7:15pm
II Beers served from 630 to 930pm

_
BayMeadows
.
For information call (650) 574 - RACE

INFORMATION DAY

West of HWY 101 off HWY 92 in San Mateo. Cal Train stops at our door. whwbaymeadows coin

BS/MS/Ph.D GRADUATES

BLOCKBUSTER TALENT
SCOUTS ARE COMING

Bring copies of your resume.
DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:
DRESS:

That’s right. Blocicbuster Inc., the nation’s # 1 video
rental company will be on campus to talk about all of
the great opportunities that await you. We’re looking
for A-list celebs to get on our career path to stardom
(including summer internships) in various
departments including Information Technology..
Accounting, Marketing, Human Resources and Retail
Store Management. Please stop by our table for more
information on how you can audition for your lead
role

Tuesday, March 16, 1999
10am-4pm
Student Union
Casual

DISCIPLINES:Computer Engineer
Computer Science
Engineering
MIS
Technical/General Sales

%today, Nana 11, 1999
If you arc unable.: to attend the Career Fair and would
like to apply, please e-mail your resume to
eareers@blockbuster.com

We give recent graduates the tools, the support
and the resources they need to explore ideas.
We’re pushing this company to the Nth degree.

BLOCKBUSTER’ promotes

a
smoke-free and drug-free work
environment and is an equal
opportunity employer

And you can take us there.
www.blockbustercom
VISIT uvuvw

;;;.’

cybrblu.ibm.com
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Jobs: career expo at Event Center
Continued from page 1
In addition to the all the visual
aids, the Career Center had maps
on hand, showing the placement of
every employer and student service available to them on the floor.
One of the new student services
was the on-site print shop set up
by Associated Students, so job
seekers who ran out of resumes
could get more printed in a hurry.
Both employers and students
said the Career Expo is much better in its new format, split into
two-day segments.
Ross Smith of California’s
Department of Rehabilitation,
said disabled students could get
around the job fair more easily
this year. Smith said last year’s
event, held for one day only, was
just a mass of bodies packed into
the one room.
Alumna Cathy Robins, a
recruiter from the Tech Museum
of Innovation, said lunch time
attracted the biggest crowds of the
day. Robins said she found stu-

It’s not a
Web site. It’s a
launch pad.

Candidates:
Continued from page 1
the campus, she said. An A.S. hotline is one of the ideas Palos plans
on implementing if elected. The
purpose of the hotline, Palos said,
is to give students a direct line to
A.S. All calls to the hotline would
be returned, even if she had to call
each and every person herselt
Palos said.
Drummond, who is currently
serving as the A.S. director of
Conununity Affairs, wants to get
average students involved with
A.S. through the creation of a student action board. Drummond also
wants the A.S. directors to be
accountable to students via status
reports that are printed in the A.S.
newsletter, he said.
Heather Cook, of the Blue and
Gold party, and Spartan party
member, Leo Davila are competing
for the office of A.S. president.
Cook is currently serving as A.S.
President and is running for reelection.
Cook said her experience as
A.S. president makes her the most

When an idea’s right, it just clicks. So, rev up your
mouse and start clicking. California needs thousands
and thousands of new teachers. Not tomorrow
yesterday. Primary. Science. Special Ed. Math. And mole
If you’re graduating college soon, why not graduate to
the head of the class? Log on to www.calteach.com.
Or, call us at 1 -888-CAL-TEACH. It’s your chance
to land a job and talce off at the same time.

www.calteach.com

dents very well-prepared, with
nice resumes and focused on what
they wanted.
Lina Melkonian, of the Career
Center said the room was crowded
throughout the day with students
seriously bent on making a good
impression to employers.
Carl Resurreccion, a senior in
industrial systems engineering
wearing a dress shirt, tie and
waited in the line for
slacks
Cisco Systems. Resurreccion knew
exactly what he was looking for in
his field.
The most conunon complaint
heard at the Career Expo was
that the day was too short. Many
students would have liked to see
the event start earlier than 10
a.m. and run later than 3 p.m.
But Scott Anderson, of
Mervyn’s California, said he and
most of his associates were ready
to leave at 3 p.m.
Employees from the Career
Center said it would be tough to
get recruiters to stay later than 3

p.m., even though the lines at the
high-tech companies such as IBM,
Sun Microsystems, Amdahl Corp.,
and Cisco Systems were long and
packed throughout the day. Some
students suggested the companies
staff their booths with five or six
recruiters instead of two or three.
Resurreccion said he waited in
the high-tech lines for 35 to 45
minutes, only to get two to three
minutes of the recruiters time
once his turn came up. But it still
wasn’t as bad as the horror stories
of crowds and lack of access that
he heard about last year’s event.
Shideh Darman in electrical
engineering was still trying to
submit her resume to employers
after the close of the job fair.
Darman said because of classes
she couldn’t arrive until 1:30 p.m.
which wasn’t sufficient to get
around to the all the high-tech
booths she needed to visit.
"This thing needs to be open
later at night t,o be really useful,"
Darman said.

qualified person for the job. Cook
said she has kept all of her campaign promises from last year
without raising fees, and plans to
do the same again this year. Cook
said her goals for this term are
continuing the A.S. newsletter,
encouraging students to participate in government, increasing
student representation at the university and trimming student fees.
Cook also said she would like to
call every student at San Jose
State University and let them
know her phone number. Cook
said her office is always open for
students. Currently, SJSU has
more than 25,000 students.
"I have an open door policy,"
Cook said.
Davila, who has served as the
A.S. director of California State
Affairs and the vice chair of the
A.S. Board of Directors, said if he
is elected, he will focus on student
advocacy.
Student outreach and involvement is important, Davila said. If
students are informed of on-carnpus happenings, then problems
can be addressed before they
occur, Davila said. The protests
surrounding the joint library pro-

ject and Carl’s Jr. issues would not
have happened last semester had
students been informed, Davila
said. According to Davila, these
problems arose because students
were left out of the loop.
Among his goals for the semester, are creation of a laptop and
textbook checkout center, a
decrease of student fees and a
proactive approach to working
with the A.S. Board of Directors.
Davila said he will not wait for the
board to come to him with issues,
he will go to them. Davila said he
also plans on requiring each director to submit regular progress
reports.
The A.S. election will occur
from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on March
17 and 18. There will be polling
locations at Duncan Hall near the
shuttle stop, outside Morris Dailey
Auditorium, at the corner of Tenth
and San Fernando streets and in
the Seventh Street Plaza. From
2:30 to 8 p.m., voting polls will be
open at the corner of Seventh and
San Carlos streets and outside Joe
West Hall.
Registered SJSU students are
eligible to vote. A tower card with
a valid sticker is required.
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From Start To Finish."
Mein Henm, PRI mu RI

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE,
TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
rrhink about supporting yoursell
1 for twenty-five, thirty years or
longer in retirement. It might be the
greatest financial test you’ll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor time and tax deferral.
The key is to begin saving now.
Delaying your decision for even a year or
two can have a big impact on the amount
of income you’ll have when you retire.
What’s the simplest way to get started?
Save in pretax dollars and make the most
of tax deferral. There’s simply no more
painless or powerful way to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

SRAs and IRAs makes it easy.
SRAs tax -deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF and our range of IRAs
offer smart and easy ways to build the
extra income your pension and Social
Security benefits may not cover. They’re
backed by the same exclusive investment
choices, low expenses, and personal
service that have made TIAA-CREF the
retirement plan of choice among America’s
education and research communities.
Call 1 800 842-2776 and find out for
yourself how easy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and T1AA-CREF on your side.

www.tiaa-cref.org

"A
Rollicking
Criminal
Caper!"
Andrea C Basora NRYSIVFEK COM

LOCK,
"A Whip -Smart, Deliciously Complex
Entertainment That Promises To
Dazzle Audiences! Dark, Dangerous
And A Great Deal Of Wicked Fun!"
Kenneth loran, I OS ANGI I S TIMIS

"A Testosterone Dream!
An Ingeniously Crafted British
Crime Caper That Hurtles Pell -Melt
Through London’s Underworld."
Graham fuller INIIRVIIVV
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A
DISGRACE
TO
CRIMINALS
EVERYWHERE.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.f,tair
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ENTERTAINMENT

Watch, laugh and roll over

upteetertkiYainment

& COMING
So you plan t,o lock yourself in your room and study all
week for those midterms. Think again, I’m the little devil
on your shoulder telling you "To hell with the studying, go
out and live a little."
Saturday, March 13
Dave Matthews will give
an intimate acoustic performance with Tim Reynolds
(yeah, Tim who?) at the
Berkeley
Community
Theatre. Matthews won’t
have his band backing him
up, which isn’t such a bad
thing. Still, the show is sold
out, so if you really like
Matthews and his corny ballads, prepare to shell out too
much money.
If you think modern music is crap and dream of the
good old days when synth pop reigned supreme, go to The
Usual on Saturday. Tainted Love, an ’80s cover band,
will play all of the classics from all those one-hit wonder
new wave bands. The Flock of Seagulls, Devo, Gary
Numan, Duran Duran and Adam Ant covers will force you
to raid your closet for your old ’80s wardrobe pumps
with socks, parachute pants, fluorescent leggings, chain
belts, friendship bands, aquanet-plastered hair and offthe-shoulder sweat shirts. Face it, you’re stuck in the ’80s.
Sunday, March 14 The annual Sharksfest opens
the San Jose Arena to the public not for a bloody hockey game, though. Hockey fans can peacefully meet the
San Jose Sharks without getting into a brawl on the ice
or checked into the plexiglass. Yeah, for a couple of hours
and $15 (hey, PR isn’t cheap), the players and coaches will
sign autographs, pose for photographs, auction memorabilia and try to fit in with the regular Joes who make less
than $2 million a year.
They won’t fit in, though. You’ll find this out once you
catch a glimpse of their hot wives, who will also be there.
Guys (hockey nerds), you could never get this caliber of
woman. Ladies (Shark groupies), you’ll wilt in comparison
to these 10s.
Fresh off the Bauhaus reunion tour, David J and
Daniel Ash are back. This time they’re playing with Love
and Rockets at the Maritime Hall. Goth fans must be
thinking, "why?" after the successful Bauhaus tour. Even
worse, Korn-protege Orgy opens the show. The ’80s synth
pop rip-off band will not do Love and Rockets’ music any
justice as it plays New Order covers.
Wednesday, March 17 St. Patrick’s Day Support
St. Patrick, drink Guinness. The bars will hop, alcohol will
flow and puke will spew all in support of the Irish holiday (it will give you another excuse to prolong your alcoholism.) You’re going to need a four leaf clover the next
morning to survive your head -crushing hangover.
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Acuon Day Nursenes/Pnmary Plus
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Aerotek, Inc
Affymax Research Institute
ALLIANCE for Community Care
Allstate Insurance Co
Altera Corp
Amdahl Corp
Analog Devices, Inc.
Andersen Consulting
Anntsu Co.
Apple Computer, Inc.
Applied Matenals, Inc
Applied Signal Technology
Aspect Telecommunications
Atmel Corp

Avant!
BART Police Dept
Berkeley Police Dept.
Berkeley Repertory’ Theatre
Bernard Hodes Advertising
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Movie mixes slapstick
and violence to create
"Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels"

By Lance Swanson
She-Writer

British director Guy Ritchie has
written a highly intelligent crime
caper with his new film, "Lock, Stock
and Two Smoking Barrels."
The film is a stylish look at a
quartet of friends as they try to
make the ultimate scam.
Not only is the film suspenseful
and extremely good-looking, it is also
a laugh riot.
Best friends Eddie (a pouty-faced
Nick Moran), Tom (Jason Flemyng),
Bacon (Jason Statham) and Soap
(Dexter Fletcher) who live on
Englsuid’s notorious East End are
looking to make a lot of money.
Eddie, the leader of the clan, is a
cardshark whose friends believe he
cannot lose. In fact, Eddie has never
lost a meaningful card genie when
the stakes were high.
They each put together 25,000
pounds (British currency) to meet
the 100,000 pourid entry fee for a big
poker game hosted by famed gangster
"Hatchet"
Harry
(P.H.
Moriarity).
After the plan fails, and Eddie
loses 500,000 pounds to Harry, Eddie
is allowed one week t,o pay the crime
boss. That’s when the fun and
comedy begins.
Knowing that Harry’s collector
Big Chris (a scary Vinnie Jones) has
promised to cut off his, as well as his

Courtesy of Grarnercy Pictures

Above: The four best friends drink beer in the British comedy "Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels."
Below: Big Chris (Vinnie Jones) and his shotgun arsenal do a little finger hunting.
friends,’ fingers, one at a time for ter with violence.
When a couple of Harry’s goons
each day they are late, Eddie is
forced to create his own scam to steal demand payment from two debtors,
the money to pay "Hatchet’’ back.
one of the debtors surprises a goon
He decides to steal the stash as
with a shotgun blast to the top of his
head, which also takes off the top of
well as the money from local marijuana growers. As word gets out the victim’s afro.
"Lock, Stock and Two Smoking
around the neighborhood, other
Barrels" provides many violent
gangs get the same idea.
The audience is taken on a wild moments like this that generate a
ride as the friends encounter obsta- hilarious, dark sense of comedy.
cles to their success.
The director, along with cineAs the deadline to pay Harry gets matographer Tim Maurice-Jones,
closer and closer, the violence esca- gives the film a gritty, realistic look.
lates and the bodies start piling up.
The camera movements are
"Lock, Stock and Two Smoking seamless and the images are beautiBarrels" makes fun of the scenarios ful.
The visual elegance, along with
it presents; it uses its characters’
inept attempts to rob the dealers as its crooked brand of comedy, makes
"Lock, Stock and Two Smoking
fodder for comedy.
It may be the first film to use Barrels" a perfect fit for the advenslapstick elements to invoke laugh - turous movie fan.

participating employers
Blockbuster Entertainment Group
Broderbund Software
CA Franchise Tax Board
CA Franchise Tax Board
C.A Highvray Patrol
CA Pubhc Utilities Commission
CA State Board of Equalization
CA St2te Dept. of Insurance
CA Sute Personnel Board
CALTRANS
CEC Entertainment/Chuck E Cheese
Child Development Inc
Chddrens’ Creative Learning Centers
Cinus Corp
Cisco Systems, Inc
City of Santa Cruz
City of Sunnyvale Public Safety
Clorox Co
Coen Co , Inc
Comenca Bank - Califonrua
Compaq Computer Corp
Condot Systems, Inc
Contra Costa County Shenffs Dept
Cougar Components
Cutler Hammer, Inc
Cypress Semiconductor Corp
Data Circuit Systems, Inc
DHL Airways
Edelman Pubhc ReLations
Edify Corp

Electronic Data Systems
Enterpnse Rent-A-Car Lrasing
Emile. Inc
Far. Isaac & Co , Inc.
FarmliesFirst, Inc
Famous Footwear
Fastenal Co
Ferguson Enterprises. Inc
Form Financial Group/DFC
Fremont Police Dept.
GE
Gilroy Foods, Inc
Goodwill of Santa Clara Co
Guckenheimer Enterpnses
Hertz Corp
Hewlett-Paclurd Co
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
Hyatt San Jose - Airport
IBM Corp
Immersion Corp.
Intel. Corp
IntelliChoice, Inc
JCPenney Co , Inc
Kelly Scientific Resources
Kelly Services
Kem Co Dept. of Human Services
Keyence Corp of Amenca
Khis "R" Us
KLA-Tencor Corp.
Lab Support
Larn Research Corp.
Le Bouluiger, Inc
Lffescan, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corp
longs Drug Stores
Los Angeles Co /Children & Family Svcs
IS! Logic Corp
Lucent Technologies
Macy’s West
Manpower Staffing Services
MassMutual
M1XIM Integrated Products
Mercury Insurvice Co
Merrill Lynch
Mervyn’s California
Metro Newspapers
NASA-Ames Research Center
National Credit Union Actium
National Semiconductor Corp
New United Motor Mfg . Inc
New York Life Insurance Co
Northwestem Mutual Life
Norwest Financial California. Inc.
Novell, Inc
Novellus Systems, Inc
Office Depot

Oldc Discount Stockbrokers
P2ClfiC Gas & Eleanc Co
Paramount’s GIT2t America
Peace Corps
Pepsi-Cola Co
Pier I imports
Protect Hired
Public Allies
Quantum Effect Design, Inc.
Radian International
Raychem Corp
Raytheon Systems Co.
Romac Scientific
Rudolph 8( Sletten. Inc
Sacramento County Shenffs Dept
San Jose Police Dept.
San Jose State Unwersity Police Dept.
SandCraft, Inc
Samnina Corp.
Santa Clara County
Santa Clara Valley Water Disuict
Santa Clara VTA
Santa ROS2 Police Dept.
Schlumberger ATE
Seneca Center
Siemens Info & Communications
Sihcon Graphics, Inc
SLakey Brothers
Smart DB Corp
Southwest Airlines
Space Systems/Loral
SRI Consulting
Standard Register
Staples Direct
State Farm Insurance
Stellot Microwave Systems, Inc
Strylcer Endoscopy
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Symantec Corp.
Synopsys, Inc
Target Stores
Teradyne
The Good Guys!
The MONY Group
The Sherwin-WillLuns Co
The Southland Corp
The Tech Museum of Innovation
Tn-Citics Children’s Semces
TRW - Electromagnetic Systems Div
Ill, Inc
U.S. Air Force Accessions
U.S. Customs, Mid-Pacific CMC
U.S. Dept. of HeAth & Human Semces
U S. Dept. of Housing & Urban Dev

Job Seekers:

U.S Drug Enforcement Agency
U.S Immigration & Naturalization Service
U S Manne Corps Officer Selection
U.S. Navy Officer Programs
Undersynters Laboratones, Inc
United Parcel Service
VERITAS Software
VLSI Technology Inc
Walgreen Co
Weathemews, Inc.
Wells Fargo Bank
Western Athletic Clubs. Inc.
Western Digital Corp
Um, Inc.
XTRA Lease, Inc
Young’s Market Co.

Resumes and professional attire recommended
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Sharks return to old form,
tame Coyotes with 4-2 win
By Asa Resell
Correspeadest
Behind solid performances on
offense and defense, the San Jose
Sharks did something they have
not done in a long time.
Tuesday night they dominated
and shut down one of the top
teams in the Western Conference
of the NHL.
In the 4-2 win over the Phoenix
Coyotes (31-23-10) at the San Jose
Arena, the Sharks (23-28-14) even
managed to score on one of their
six power plays something that
has been in short order lately.
"I think we were better in the
smaller areas of the game,"
Sharks coach Darryl Sutter said.
-We were better on the boards, in
our zone, against the top players."
The Sharks took charge from
the first faceofT and outshot the
No. 3 Coyotes 8-3 in the scoreless
first period.
At 3:47 in the second period,
center Patrick Marleau gave the
Sharks a 1-0 lead with his 16th
goal of the season.
The play began with the
Coyotes turning the puck over to
Mike Ricci in their own zone. Ricci
fed it to right wing Alex Korolyuk,
who came speeding into the slot
area and provided Marleau, in
front of the goal, with the assist.
Marleau had nothing but
praise for his linemates.
I like playing with 1Corky.’ He
got me in the open tonight," he
said. -Rice made (the Coyotes)
turn (the puck) over."
The Coyotes kept the game
close by scoring a power-play goal
halfway through the second period.
Defenseman
Teppo
Numminen put the puck past
Sharks goalie Steve Shields on a
pass from Dallas Drake, who was
behind the net.

A few minutes later, Korolyuk
out-skated the Phoenix defense
and sent off a high shot toward
this year’s World All -Star goalie
Nikolai Khabibulin.
Khabibulin, also known as "the
Bulin Wall," was down on the ice
and made the save by throwing up
his leg to deflect Korolyuk’s shot.
Coach Sutter was pleased with
Korolyuk’s performance, saying
the young Russian gave the whole
team energy.
-Korky’ had some chances
three as good as any you’ll ever
see," he said.
The Sharks opened the third
period with a goal by defenseman
Bryan Marchment, his second of
the season, at 1:56. Center Steve
Guolla, who had been recalled
from the minors the day before to
replace the injured Marco Sturm,
drove to the net and dropped the
puck back to Jeff Friesen, who was
following behind. Friesen spotted
Marchment in front of goal and
served him the pass.
"It was a beautiful pass,"
Marchment said. "I just shot and
closed my eyes."
About 10 minutes later, the
Sharks increased their lead to 3-1
with a power-play goal by right
wing Owen Nolan. Korolyuk and
Marleau got on the board again by
providing the assists.
At 17:13, Brad Isbister reduced
the Sharks’ lead to 3-2 by shooting
the puck betvveen Shields’ legs.
Shields did not face much heat
from the Coyotes, who generated
15 shots on goal in the game.
"It’s no secret I haven’t been
playing my best lately," the
Sharke’ netminder said. "It’s great
when you get up a goal or two. It
makes playing a lot easier.
"We deserved to win. The
games we lost aren’t because we
got bad breaks."

Lakers hope Rice cooks in L.A.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
Glen Rice was traded from the
Charlotte Hornets today in a
five-player deal that gives the
streaking Los Angeles Lakers
one of the NBA’s best 3-point
shooters.
Charlotte also dealt forward
J.R. Reid and reserve point guard
B.J. Armstrong to the Leiters.
Los Angeles sent guard Eddie
Jones and forward Elden
Campbell to the Hornets.
Rice has not played this season because of elbow surgery
Jan. 22, but he is expected to be
ready soon. He joins a team that
has won seven straight under
new coach Kurt Rambis.
To make room on their rosters,
the Lakers waived reserve forward Corie Blount and Charlotte
waived forward Joe Wolf
Rice was the Hornets’ top
scorer, and his high salary
prompted the deal, which came
the day before the NBA’s trade
deadline.
Hornets general manager Bob
Bass pointed to the team’s
injuries in making the move.
Rice is one of three starters
either out for the year or sidelined for significant stretches
because of injuries.
"With all of our injuries this
season this trade really gives our
team two quality starters and a
chance to compete for a playoff
spot," Bass said. "It has greatly
improved our team."
This marked the third time in
four years Charlotte has refused
to pay an eight-figure salary to
one of ita best players. The others
to leave were Alonzo Mourning
and Vlade Divac.
The trade comes three days
after the resignation of Hornets
coach Dave Cowens, who was
unhappy with his salary.
The departure of Rice represents another major loss for an
organization plagued by weak
leadership, injuries and falling
attendance.
Owner George Shinn is the
target of a sexual misconduct

lawsuit and is being called on by
fans to sell the franchise.
The Rice-to-Los Angeles deal
had been widely reported for sev
eral weeks but was held up
because the 6-foot-8 forward had
loose particles removed from his
right elbow.
The Lakers reportedly did not
want to execute the trade until
they could hear other possible
offers and were sure Rice was
close to being ready to return.
Rice, who joined the Hornets
in the deal that sent Mourning to
Miami, is to be paid $5.4 million
this season. The Hornets had an
option to retain him next season
for $7.1 million. Rice asked the
team for a contract extension
this past offseason but was
rejected. He wanted to be paid at
least $10 million a year.
The Lakers reportedly were
willing to give Rice a new contract, although terms were not
immediately available.
The Hornets traded Mourning
to Miami in November 1995 after
refusing his demands for a new
contract that would pay him
about $11 million per season.
Charlotte also elected to let
Divac leave through free agency
this past offseason after he
sought a deal in the $12 million per-year range.
A three-time NBA All-Star.
Rice has made 1,216 3-pointers,
third -best in league history. He is
101 points short of reaching the
15,000-point mark for his nineyear pro career.
The 6-6 Jones, in his fifth
NBA season, has established
himself as one of the league’s better 3-point shooters and defenders. He led the Lakers in steals
in each of his first four seasons
and ranked seventh in the NBA
in 3-pointers made last year,
when he also was placed on the
league’s all -defensive second
team.
"Jones is a premier scorer and
defender in this league," Bass
said. "We are excited to get this
all-star caliber player."
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Accredited by the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State Bar of California
Affordable tuition
May not need a degree for admission
Evening Program ideal for working adults
Comprehensive Legal Research and Writing Program
FOR MOP* INFOMAATION
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Spartan third baseman Tony Tognettl successfully dives back
into first base on a pick-off attempt during the third inning of

4

Aimee Santos/Spartan Oatly
Tuesday’s game. The Spartans beat the University of San
Francisco Dons 8-4.

Winning streak reaches five for SJSU
By Franklin Leiva
stag-Writer
The Spartans are doing
something they have not done
before. They are hitting in the
clutch.
Tuesday’s Score
U SF Dens
Spa tons
Friday

kJ SU vs. Hawaii 7 pas.

baseman
Dan
First
Winterberg and center fielder
Ryan Brucker’s timely hitting
combined for four RBIs in
their Tuesday 8-4 victory
against the University of San
Francisco Dons.
Jose
State
San
The
University Baseball team
improved their record to 12-91 and has now won five games
in a row.
Winterberg hit a two-run

r:PSUPPORT SPARTAN
ATTIIITIC5

RBI double in the bottom of
the first to push the Spartans
to a 4-1 lead. The hit capped a
40-minute first frame. The
complete game took 3:21 to
complete.
The Spartans added one
more in the fifth, but the Dons
came back to score two runs
in the sixth and one more in
the seventh to shrink the
Spartan lead to 5-4.
Brucker hit a clutch single
with the bases loaded to make
the score 7-4 in the bottom of
the seventh. SJSU added the
last run on a balk by Dons
pitcher Greg Moore in the
same inning.
SJSU starter Joey Baker
pitched five solid innings for
the victory. Baker allowed one
run and five hits. He walked
two batters and struck out
four.
Baker is now 2-3 with a
5.87 ERA.
Balser said the 4-1 lead in
the first inning helped him
perform better in the game.
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"We lost a lot of close games due
to lack of run production. Over
the last five ballgames, our bats
are coming alive ...
Sam Piraro
SJSU baseball coach //
"It’s always a lot easier to
pitch with a big lead," Baker
said. "We have been stepping
up offensively and that’s why
we are winning ballgames."
Brucker said the improved
offense has taken pressure off
their pitchers.
"When we were losing, our
pitchers had to do all the
work," Brucker said. "In the
last few games, we had more
disciplined and aggressive
hitting by the key guys in the
lineup to help us produce the
winning runs."

Sam Piraro, the SJSU
coach, said the Spartans
record would be better if they
always had the offense they
are showing now.
"We lost a lot of close games
due to lack of run production,"
Piraro said. "Over the last five
ballgames, our bats are coming alive and we are taking
advantage of the situations a
lot more."
The Spartans will start a
three-game series at 7 p.m.
Friday, at home against the
University of Hawafi.
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n Stipends for SJSU
Interns with Bill Graham Presents
Thanks to the initiative of the Student Union, Bill Graham
Presents has agreed to fund an internship program for SJSU
that will allow selected students to learn the rudiments of
rock, both concert promotion and production. Interns from
SJSU will also meet - and interact with - people prominent in
the entertainment business in Northern California and
elsewhere.
As part of the internship program, Bill Graham Presents will
offer two positions to SJSU students (one upper division,
one lower division). These positions will be part-time and
over the course of a year will pay $7,500 each.
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Criteria
Applicants must have knowledge of trends in music, flexible
work schedule, and the skills to assist the promotion
director of BGP in creating marketing plans for shows at the
Event Center Arena as well as other South Bay venues.
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Interested students must submit resurnes by March 15,
1999, to Event Director Ted Cady in the Administrative
Office at the Event Center
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Sparta Guide

Today
Spartan Water Polo Club
Practice from 8 to 10 p.m. at the
Aquatic Center. For more information, call
Grant Blackburn at (850) 383-2271
Men’s and Women’s
Rugby Club
Informational meeting from 5:90 to 7
p.m. in Guadalupe Room, Student Union.
All are welcome. For information on the
men’s team, call Mike McDonald at 287,1982. For information on the women’s
team, call Hilda Vazquez at 924-8799.

Friday
Leadership Skills for Multicultural
World workshop
"Mosaic," the Multicultural Center, will
hold the workshop from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
Student Union. For more information, call
Rae Pannu at 924-8265.
Saturday

The Listening Hour
Vocal recital featuring Kathleen Nits,
soprano, German Lieder and duets of
Schumann, Brahms and Mahler from 12:30
to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert
Hall. For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.

Charles B. Burdick Militery Hietory
Symposium
The history department will host the
symposium -Tanks and Armored Vehicles
at War," from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall, room 109. For
more information, call Dr. Roth at 924E505.

MPWYNIENT

Breaktime Activities for Late
Afternoon and Evening Students
The Student Life Center will hold activ
Ales from 4 to 5:45 p.m. in the University
Room. For more information, call Jane
Boyd at 924-5950.
Marketing Association
Heidi Penman from Flextronics
International will speak on corporate rnarketing at 4:30 p.m. in Costonoan Room,
Student Union. For more information, call
Hanh at 261-1663.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design will present student art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Science buildings

JOB OPPORTUNITIESIII
BALANCE "Your Staffing Solution"
2355 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
TEL: 408-980-9000
FAX: 408-980-9950
www.balancestaff.com
Positions Available: Warehouse,
Clerical, Administrative Assistant.
Manufacturing, Customer Service.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS. AIDES
mailing our circulars. Free
Thirkee &cut a careecycnagvAth
information. Call 202-452-5901.
: chicken? he 11)/CA ci Salta Cla-a
Valley is now heft fix peschool aid
INSTRUCTIIONAL AMES
whoolege chid diearlesnSatteE,
Ed & Regular dass. 58.52-$12.10
Ctparteio. Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
har. Saratoga School Dist. Call
Saratoga Cantell. Bagmen,
867-3424x200 for application &
Miplas. Ful and parttime aetatie.
information. Immediate Need
Hous fledtle abut school.Fun staff
teams, geat eceienoe in waking with
SUMMER MANAGEMENT
chicken. aveer adrarterrent, 2nd
POSMOPIS
gond training opportrities Teecters Now hinng high-achieving students
require rnirertrn 6 wits ECE.
for a managerial position, which
daeation, recreation. psychology. through training, support, effort &
socioloky, physical eduesicn and/or
integrity, results in personal 8,
.. other related fields Rease call Beth
professional grovrth.
Plena 40B2918E94 for more
Average eamings 99200.
information and locaitons.
www.vamhystudswaLcom
1-800-295-9675.
100WRIENCED 51M31
fa 2-10 Fro. Oda Kcts 816 hrs/week ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
n the dailme. Paruincur required.
Excellent math, people, logic,
Cal Sue 2672769.
phone & organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
DATA ENTRY/OFFICE WORK
be required. This is a part time
Rental company seeks part tirne position. Mandatory hours are
help billing -accounting 9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
general office work. Rex Hours.
through Friday. Fax resume with
10 hrs per wk min. $8,00/hr.
salary history to 408/554-9598.
1746 H Junction Av SJ 436-8020
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
EXCBIENT WOMEN) JOB $10/111.
Ambitious & energetic people
Need Enthusiasm to hold sign re,,ted, FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per
to direct buyers to new homes hour (average). Flexible. will work
Call Toll Free 14388-304-0088.
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
DATA ENTRY Immediate Openings!!
Call (408) 867-7275, leave
Medical billing offic,e in Freniont. Fax
voicernail or email us at
resume to Munira 5106230154 or
wervw.corinthianparking.com .
Call 510 6230151 for info.
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
BEHAVIOR TUTORS work w/sp. nds.
lads. Training prowled. Drees redeed. ARTS 8. CRAFTS firm needs B/G
Exp. w/Icris Def. P/T only afternoons. Frtday. Computer exp. very helpful.
$12/tv. 4039379590
In business for 8 years. Looking for
reliable person. Functioning lunatics
TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES considered. Bob 984-4020.
CUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL DIST
K-6 self-contained classr000ms TENNIS INSTRUCTOR neededfor
Jr High/Middle Sdlookneth, sdence Campbell Recreation. M/T/W/TH
Lang arts/social studies. core, 6 8 pm. $18/hr. Cal 4038662740
Spanish, French, & electives
Special Ed Teachers-Resource DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH
Specialst,
School
Nurse, CHILDREN? Small World Schools
Leaming & Severly Handicapped. is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
Severly Emotionally Disturbed for their school -age child care
Mild/Moderate, Moderate/Severe centers in San Jose. ECE, CD.
eee you at the Santa Clara County Psych, Soc, or Rec units required.
Fair, We offer compettare pay, excellent
Teacher
Recruitment
Sat. 3/13/99. (For credentialed training, and a great work environteachers & students who will be ment. If you are interested call
credentialed by Summer 1999) (408) 283-9200 ext. 21.
Cal (403)2523000 tr info.
NO BOSS! WORK FROM HOME
OBERAL
Health. Fitness. Nutrition
for anal redress
,
store. (Dose to SJSU. Informal
$500 - $3.000/mo.
. . atmosphere. Jeans OK Rate Hrs.
P/T or F/T
Stearfissoir. Cal Ed 2E169809
No experience neCeSsaryl
(888) 590-7642 or
PART ME ADMINSTRAT1VE
(408)879-8342.
Position with dynamic. growing IT in
comPare in San Jose area.
20 + hrsfleoble sdiedule. Must
have excelient aganimtion and
customerskills, knowledge of
computersancl word processing
applications.user tete MS Whams
everlence.Fax a emit reeve.
5102490125 /shivaillunitek.com

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$ PAM SS to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (888) 2403718.

REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for DAYCARE STAFF
person. Part-time (2:30-6:30).
Working with elementary aged
children. Contact Lisa at
408-723-61.40.

VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
flexible job duhng school. Park
cars for weddings. parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, fnendly.
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 spd and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael CS Golden Gate Valet
(800) 8263871
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanitise.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job
Code 35SPD. Part -Time & Full Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
equivalent. 1 yr teller experience.
good communication & PC skills.
We offer generous compensation
and benefits including medical,
dental, vision, special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
assistance. Qualified candidates
should fax or send resume to
408-756-2565, STAR ONE FCU,
HR Cept. P.O. B3( 3643. Sunnyvale,
CA 94088-3643. Please include
Job code.

TELEMARKETING SUPIIRVIIOR
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring Needed to nydwite. remit. tran
sales representatives for our skeamse a teem teiernaNsters aid
office located adjacent to SJSU. office staff in our cionntown SEP Jose
location. Mait ee aelatile to woe
No experience needed. We will
train. Minimum of $10 per hour Das, eterirgs, and or weeilerds. Must
hare basic PC knowlecles and arjoy
to $20 per hour + bonuses +
incentives. Fun environment. wartIng rah papa. We we train you.
Gest Veer Werke aid benefits
408-971-1645.
packele. We are a 24 tea old
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
ccrrpery Demotes the Bey Atte ’s
needed. Loving family is looking for test newspapers. Please farearne
someone to spend the afternoon
art cora letlerto5106053191or
with children ages 7 & 10. Some emel bultarselteme.crrn. Questions?
tutoring may be required. Car
Cal 5106C61500. ask forearms.
necessary. Alum Rock area. M & W
2 - 6pm. Call 25911.39 esenings.
INSTALLER/SION FABRICATOR:
Attention to detail a must! Related
FREE RADIO
experience preferred. Will be fabri$12501
Fundraiser open to student
cating and installing signs. Room
groups & organizations.
for advancement. Good DMV. Able
Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC app. to le 50 Ds. 30-40 hrs ME/Benefits
We supply all materials at no
New Directions Sir Service
cost. Call for info or visit our
365 Woods/411w Drtve /300
website. Qualified callers
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box. Fax: (408) 7787392
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
wwty.ocmconcepts.com
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
Directors Assistant Directors
is hiring behind the wheel &
Teachers Teacher Aida*
classroom instructors. Part time
FT & PT opportunities available
now leading to ftill lime summer
working wfth infant/toddler,
good pay. No Experience
preschool & school age children.
required. We will train you. Hit
COI/CDC offers a competitive
school grads. Cher 18, good health salary, excellent benefits package
& no criminal wad.
to FT & PT employees and an
999 W San Carlos St. 408-971enriching work environment. For
7557 SWAN, deluxedriving.com
positions avail at our centers in
Stan kree, Sunnyvale, Lee /Otos.
ACUFAC TS SECURITY
Campbell, Sarrtoga, Cupertino,
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
PAorgan HUI & Redwood City
Full & part-time potrtions available
cal (408)37199:0 or
Paid training
fax 111SLMOS tO (408) 371-7685
Excellent benefits
e-rnail: jandersonecdicdc.org
No expenence necessary
For more info about COI/CDC &
Apply in person at
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
Jobline 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Women ages 21-32, Healthy.
Up to $600/month
Responsible. All Nationalities.
Become a Sperm Donor
Give the Gift of Life!!!
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
$3.500 stipend & expenses paid.
UnN. Students/Grads/Faculty
We especially need
Contact California Cryobank
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
650324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30
PLEASE CALLUS AT WWFC
(800) 314-9998

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL
______ RATES

TELEMARKETING
Part/Full Time Day Eve. and
Wield shifts amiable. Sel &dant
nerisp3per subcript ion s
Salary 13US bonus.
NEW Mean: 31N 2rd St 1270
408/4940200 Nedra Remotions
Call or come in TODAYi
GROOP43119 ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small. exclusive shop
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat Must be
reliable, honest, able to do
physical work. Exp. working
w/dogs preferred, but will tram.
Gime apply forces herl $6.50 hr.
Cal FAX mourns to 408/37712109
or Call 371-9115.
Certain advertisements In
these columns ntay refer the
Hreclac telephone
rood*,
numbers or addr
for
additional Informtion.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complet
Information before sending
money for goods ar services
in addition. readers should
carefully Investigate al &MS
offering employment seines
arcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

For more information, call Scott or Jenny at
924-4330

Peer Networking
The re-entry advisory program will hold
a networking session from noon to 1 15
p.m. in the Pacheco Room, Student Union.
For more information, call Jane Boyd at
924-6950.

Leadership Skills for a Multicultural
World workshop
-Mosaic," the Multicultural Center, will
hold the workshop from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
Student Union. For more information, call
Raji Pannu at 924-6256.

Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design will present student art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.ra. in
the Art and Industrial Science buildings.
For more information, call Scott or Jenny
at 924-4330.

Wednesday
Body Composition Testing
The Nutrition and food science department will provide bioelectrical impedance
testing from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the
central classroom building, room 103. Cost
is $5 for students, faculty and staff. For
more information, call James Burke at 293
9226.

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAJLY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
ciamilled columns of the Sparta’
Daily consist of pakl advertising
and oSerkigs NS not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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ACI1ON DAY NURSERY/PRIPAARY
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and
Prestool Teachers and Aides. F/T 8.
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an Interiew at 244-1968
or fax resume to 248-7350.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
(12:00 6:30) IA- F and
TEACHER ASSISTANT
(7:30-3:30) M.F.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.
SECURITY
Abcom Private Security
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT, PT. Wkdys & Veknds.
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408247-4827
TEACHERS WANTED
KIDZ KLUB"
the On-Site Child
Care Center of the
DANIELSSON CHANG
LAW OFFICES,
has openings for
P/T and F/T teachers.
The center provides full time
care for law office staff
children and drop-in cam for
children of clients vhile
they are visiting our office.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- just energy. creativIty. and a
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
CALL (408) 364-0345
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare,
P/T tte attemoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience erith
chitdren preferred. Please call
244-1968 x 16

BENIALINIMI2
2 DORM APAITTMENT $976/mo
Security Type Building
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893
SPACIOUS 1 IL 2 110RM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool. spa, suana.
Wm, on-site management. all
appiiances included. central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday
THE COtANNADE
201 So 4th St. (408) 279-3639.

MAMMMOAMO
NICE ROOM IN 2 BOMA HOUSE
Kitchen prte, Wash/Deer, cable.
Nur mono L121 Sternal St
$650/rro. 1st /Last/Cep.40s=
w (408) 2473734 h(

FAX: 408-924-3282

IMILIALE

IM260134GEMINO

96 FORD ASPIRE Oean, Cxeat
ccmmiler, 6SK cries, reliable, A/C
$4000 oto 4082276596

ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects,etc. Typewriter
for your applications for med/law
school. etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

INSURANCE
BESTRAIESsuuliONSUUNCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
call us now
408-244-9100
8am Mon.-Sst.
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

SERVICES
WRMNG HELP:
Highest quality writing, editing,
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements. reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
(610)801-91514 or
email bolickfibest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.academicwittIng.corn

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Ony $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1400-655-3225.

MAUL
BE FLEXIBLE...
Europe $448 r/t plus taxes
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999!
Hawaii $119 o/w
Mexico/Caritbean $189 Vt.-taxes
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
CALL: 415-834-9192
VAVSY.airhitch.org
ALTERNATIVE SPRINO BREAK
Adentue on the Oregon CO3St. Yoga,
Medtatiat Cutdoa Acates. Music
Dace, Vegeterlan, Fun. March 2327.
$165.1E008362387

QPIVEMIGIES
MIL 3 DAY MEM) MET& JOB
Men’s clothing . Open only Fri-Set
Sun. Fnendly environment. Call
above days or come in to 2010
Duane Av. S. Clam 970-0900.
Highway 101 Extt S. Tomas L. on
Scott L
R on 2010 Duane.

408-924-3277

ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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LILIJULILILILIJLIUJLILILIJUJULIJUJJDUULJULI
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
se
$5
4 lines
sic)
se
SS
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
SIO
$12
$8
$1 for each additional hne.

Four
Days
$11
El2
S13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First fine (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
AWrtional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
15-191ines, $110

Five Addmos
Days
$13 La-Ceres
$14
Ptscns
$15
$18
Send check a money order to
Spartan Deity Classifieds
Sec Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Please check /
one classification:
Zip mcki

? Classrfied desk is iocated in Dwright Bentel fiat Hotsn 209.
? Deadline 10-00 a.m two weekdays before publication.
acks are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
NI Rates for consecutive pub:feat:flit dates only.
II QUESTIONS? CALL (40e) 924-3277

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Term Papers. Resumes.
Group Projects, etc. All formats.
specializing in APA. Micro/mini
tape transctiption. Fax Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham
area.
Call Unda (408) 264-4504.

TUTORING
BHJNOIJAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: AJgebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
SAT - GED - CBEST - ESL TOEFL
Computer. VisBasic. Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Cali: Michael 408-2987576
Email: tutor907638aacom

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
_Events’
_Announcements’
Lost and Fourvr
_Volunteers*
_For Sale’
_Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Sports(Thrills’
_ Insurance
_Entertatnmene
_Tutoring’
_Word Processing
_Sd)olarehipe

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
*" Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

INSTRUCTION
PROFF_SSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning, Intermediate or Advanced. Leam any
style: Jazz, Blues. Rock. Fusion,
Funk, Reggae. or Folk.Call Bill at
408-298-6124.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"INIFINITY AND INDIVIDUALITY"
Is there a relationship between
physics and metaphysics?
How does infinity relate to
individuality? This Sunday at
9:00am on TV Channel 65 KKPX,
a Ph.D. astrophysicist and
Christian Scientist explores
these topics. tawdlocacons
inb:4068678255
FT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
’WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find
out for yourself. Order ’WHAT IS
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
the Church of Scientoloor,
1-800-293-6483.

HAMMERED DULCIMER TUTOR
Hate dulamer. Live close to school
Cal Pal at 4032959146

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
Ask about NEW
’98 Student Tax Credits!
CRS (408) 281-3555. San Jose
or (510) 4384061. Fremont.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

Name

Sparta Made vs provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff 7’lle deadline for
entries is noon, three days before desired publoca
tion date. Entryokornts are available on the
Spartan Daily
ice. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions

Daily
SSWORD
ACROSS
1 Felt sore
6 Banff’s prov.
10 Cabbage type
14 Providence. Island
15 Contented
sound
16 Helicopter
inventor
Sikorsky
17 Student
18 Untidy
person
19 Type of race
20 Chicago Bulls
star
23 Spasm
24 "Butterflies Free"
25 Smothers and
Cruise
28 "Rollerball" star
31 ’The Man Who
Fell to Earth"
star
36 Lawyers’ org.
37 African antelope
38 Beach structure
39 Newt Gingrich
and
Henry J Hyde
42 Taste
43 Painted tinware
44 Before,
poetically
45 Piece of paper
46 Italian wine city
47 Painting and
sculpture
48 Caustic
solution
50 Preserve
52 Weather
forecaster
59 2.2 pounds
60 Roomy
61 Love. in Paris
63 Similar
84 Reclined
65 Chewy candy

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MEM@ MOO MOON
OMOMM 0013 MOM
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MOM
MCIMMOMOI 1110M1200
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IMMUM E1000 UMW
000MUIfil MMOUNIA14
MIZIOUIMOM
OWO BOBO MMIDUREI
ORMUDIMIDO WOMMIA
ROOM
POIRIUM
MINIM OVID UMW(
0 Igoe. united femurs Synoirsis
66 Team cheers
67 Husky vehicle
68 Make happy
DOWN
I French sculptor
Jean
2 Buddy
3 Pueblo Indian
4 Orders
5 Indian city
6 Cathedral part
7 Break in the
action
8 USC player
9 Shady place
10 Pirate captain
11 Tie Mahal site
12 Amount
borrowed
13 Energy unit
21 Blame
22 Discount
25 Canvas covers
26 West Indies
religious bare/
27 Toronto Leafs

29
30
32
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
46
47
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
62

Citrus cooler
Mother’s sisters
Kimono sash
Falter
Like helium
and neon
Relieves
Stovetop sight
Type of cat
"Norma -:"
Little child
Antenna
’’20 Questions"
category
Caterwauls
Stnped stone
Commentator
Wallace
Director Kazan
Scads
"Garfield"
pooch
- -Lease Act
of 1941
Settee
Clump of grass
Singe Starr
Deli b ead

MAIM Main MEM
MEM UM= MMINI
NMI= MIMI ME=
AMMEMMEMMAIIMM
A=
ME
IMMO MIMI Miliand
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High-tech Parking: seeking new spots
Continued from page 1
Microsystems showed that competition was fierce for computer
system positions.
For some students the
thought of graduation and finding a job is nerve racking.
Esther Fenton, a computer
engineering major, was waiting
in line to talk to a recruiter form
Intel Corp. She said she doesn’t
have any previous experience
and is looking for an internship.
"I’m nervous about finding a
job in this field," Fenton said.
"There is a lot of competition and
you need the experience to succeed in your career."
A lot of freshman and sophomore students walked from
booth to booth, searching for a
way to get there first internship.
Sophomore Ken Yu, a management information systems
major, is already trying to pad
his resume with experience so he
can find a job after graduation.
"I’m starting early," said Yu.
"These days most people learn
about computers while in high
school. It’s about work experience."
Recruiters at the Career Expo
were there to give information
but getting the jobs takes the initiative of the student.
According
to
Melanie
Fontanosa, a university software
recruiter for Sun Microsystems,
students need to take the extra
step of pursuing the job once the
job fair is over.
’There’s a misconception that
if you go to a career fair you’re
going to find a job. That’s not the
case," she said. "Students need to
be proactive and check out our
company on line."
Fontanosa also said that students can place a resume on line
since on line recruiters check the
files periodically.
The Career Expo, appeared to
offer students the opportunity to
put in their resume to test the
waters on how to look for a job in
the future.
Some recruiters felt that students needed to prepare more.
University recruiter Bob
Sundstrum from Cisco systems,
said the key to success for hopeful students is knowledge about
the company they are applying
to.
"Come prepared with knowledge about our company,"
Sundstrum said. "I think a lot of
students come here, drop off
their hard copy resume and
that’s it. The students that stand
out are those who know about
the company."
Banaga was ahead of the
game. Researching the background on each company was
part of his game plan.
Students who waited in line
at the IBM booth were greeted
by 30 second briefs from each
recruiter.
Raul Munaz, IBM program
manager for college and university relations, said the interviews
conducted were not enough to
guarantee a job. Students need
to check back with the company
because sometimes the resume
don’t reflect their actual skills.
’We’re looking for candidates
who can significantly contribute
to our success," Munaz said.
"We’re looking for strong academic credentials and technical
skills. But there is also an
emphasis on interpersonal skills
teamworkers."
Banaga, who was waiting in
line at 10 a.m. Wednesday, said
he wasn’t too worried about not
finding a job.
"Tm not nervous," Banaga
said. "I’m not saying that I’m
going to get a job, but I hope I
do."

Continued from page 1
the city of San Jose Streets and
Traffic Department to make the
perimeter of the campus permit
parking for the students.
At present, the curbs along
Fourth, San Fernando, Tenth and

G

San Carlos streets are metered
parking spots.
Abeyta said the two sides were
still discussing this idea, and that
this is more likely to succeed in
being both approved and ready by
fall semester.

Diane Jennings, an advertising
major, thought curbside parking
around campus was a great idea.
"That’s a good idea, since parking is already unavailable," she
said. "I spend a lot of time looking
for a space, so it would be a plus."
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Belly Up
Una takes us on a magic carpet ride

How to Really Quit Smoking
The latest techniques on kicking the habit

Ride
A view of the lifestyle of skateboarding

Meditation Made Simple
Meditation has proven to be the device to escape all

The Art of Happiness
A look at the Dalai Lama’s book

Don’t Sweat It!
Exercise is great for your health

NSW* lib
Each day is a new opportunity to
make a fresh start or set a new goal. We
are all motivated to make changes. Some
people want to stan new met-case programs, leam to quit smoking; others are
looking for ways to cope with stress or
want simple strategies to increase joy in
their lives. Remember when we set goals,
it is helpful to look back and review all
the things you achieved. Give yourself a
pat on the back for all the great things
you have done.
Champions aren’t bom; they create
themselves through hard work and dedication. They dazzle in their gloty and
make us believe anything is possible.
In the life of a student, anything is
possible and everything is achierable. If
you are passionate about what you do
each moment will be enjoyable. Believe
in yourself and give each task your all.
Congratulate yourself for being the best.
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NO TIME FOR

THE GYM?
DON’T SWEAT!
t4,

Working out has become quite a popular activity for San Jose
State University students. Easy access and free admission may be
the reasons the gym is extremely popular. Regardless of the reasons, more students should definitely take advantage of the gm.
which is paid for as part of our tuition.
A busy schedule is usually the excuse for not exercising, but ibis
should change. Students need to be aware that a certain amount of
exercise is very crucial for their body. In addition, there are several
ways you can benefit from exercising. Physical activity bums calories. It helps to stabilize the body’s metabolic rate. Secondly, exer
rise can give your metabolic rate a temporary and a lontterm
boost. Thirdly, it helps to shape your waistline by relieving stress
Exercise helps to lower the levels of stress hommes that cause
the bocty to store fat. It is also believed that exercise releases feel good homsones called endorphins.
For most students, it is extremely difficult to maintain or reach
their desired weight. Although exercise is the only thing that
seems to make a significust difference in keeping weight off. A
small increase in your daily activity makes a difference as well.
Takirig your pet for a walk, walking to school or eating healthier
food are a few of the daily activities that will help keep your body
in shape.
Keeping in shape is exactly what many students are doing
today. Every evening at approximately 5 p m., the gyrn is crowded
’nth sweaty students. As you walk through the rectangular-shaped
gym, you will notice that almost all equipment is occupied. This is
especially true for machines such as the stair machines and bicycles. These machines are some of the most popular ones used by
both male and female studencs. Male students, some of whom are
body builders, usually occupy the weight training section of the gym
Students should know that all it takes to improve their body
composition and rruintain their current weight is one hour per
week of cardiovascular and strength -training exercise. It is also
important to know that a bit of exercise each week can help you
gain an average of two pounds of musck and lose up to four
pounds of fat. A light wolicout such as 15 minutes on a bike or
treadmill, then a few surngth-training exercise are quite enough
for keeping your body toned. And for students who truly have no
time to spend in the gym, secs of push7ups, sit-ups arid squats arr
lust as effective, though for students who have little time to spare,
you should deftnitely take advantage of the school gym. After all,
you can make yourself look great, and It is free!
Sarab LIU
Macias bv Jenrufer .4bn
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Una belly dances
seven days a week at the
Menara Moroccan
Restaurant, and teaches

the art full time privately
as well as publicly.

Belly

Like an oasis in a desert filled with silicon chips and work related stress, there is a place of unforeseen tranquillity and culture
located near the heart of San Jose. The unassuming brown building,
near First and Gish, is not much to look at on the outside, but
inside it is a completely different world to those who have never
been out of the States.
The initial incredulity to the building’s interior, when first
entering the restaurant, are like those of someone witnessing a
magnificent barrage of colors in the sky. You need at least a minute
to take in the decoration. Then take up the chance to leave your
busy life on the other side of the doors to the Menara Moroccan
Restaurant Gold-trimmed walls, painted with bright colors and
murals complement the large gold
discs that serve as tables, just inches off
the floor. These discs sit at the center
of colorful metallic pillows and couches
on which guests eat.
The composure is completely casual
and as relaxed as one can get in a public place. Comfort is the first priority of
this resuurant’s design. Your server will
give you utensils if you ask for them,
but it is infinitely more fun to keep the
experience authentic and eat with your
hands. The lighting is dim. Shards of
light escape through color gels placed
in the lanterns above. They reflect a
kaleidoscope of hue and shadovi on the walls and floor. In the
midst of your dining, the lights are brought to an almost complete
darkness with only a fesv red lamps remaining. A voice comes
through the intercom that disrupts the background music. "Please
welcome Menanl Moroccan Restaurant’s own, Una."
The lights go up again, as music rises in sequence with the
sound of finger symbols. Like a beautiful butterfly floating out of a
tree, the majestic belly dancer approaches the center of the room
on a silken cloud of bright fabrics, comprising her costume. She is

Like a beautiful butterfly floating out
of a tree, the majestic belly dancer
approaches the center of the room
on a silken cloud of bright fabrics,
comprising her costume.

VS*,
C. 4
light as her
notic arms weave alq,,i_ey
graceful hand moW
404’

the air. She has the
ined with the rhythm
mitsorneone who Ls
teigligr’ Wet versed in jazz.
Her body sets the
mood of the entire
restaurant. Her dancing draws you In like
a siren, though there
is no danger in succumbing to the
rhythm that she prodroureensjoyfor you

so that they, too, can understand the deeper feelings of motion.
With their eyes focused on any part of the belly dancer, the motion
lures them away from the stress of their life outside of the restaurant. They relax and forget about the seemingly trivial business that
was so important earlier that day. There are several different dances
that the belly darker can master. Some of these danon include, the
candle dance, the sword dance, and the veil dance. Each dant;
shows the belly dancer’s ability to control every musck and use
them in sequence to entice the viewer.
I was present on a night when Una, using every abdominal
musck, made a string of beads rise and fall along her stornach. At
first I didn’t see the subtle movements of her belly but then realized, as if seeing an illusion, that she was performing a complicated
move that I did not even think possible. When asked how she did
it, she said, "I don’t Imow. I don’t even think about it anymore."
Una has been dancing for 20 years. Her body is committed to
motor-memory of the belly dancers movements. Feeling the music
course through her muscles is more reflexive to her than to those
who do not dance. All of the movements made by the belly dancer
require hill anentiveness on the pan of the audience. This is not at
all difficult, as the dancer will hypnotize you with a spinning motion
of her veil whkh begins looks to like a spinning flower. Una even
brings peopk from their seats, to the center of the restaurant to
dance with her. This audience participation adds to the relaxing
atmosphere of the restaurant. Peopk laugh and cheer as they
watch a compkte stranger thrust his hips left and right, trying to
mimic Una’s movements. Nobody is excluded so long as they are
there to have a good time and show respect to the art form for
which Una has mastered.
The experience is nothing short of fun, and the food is
unlike anything I’ve ever tasted before. 7be Menara Moroccan
Restaurant is the last of its kind in the immediate area of San Jose.
It is the last and only chance for Silicon Valley people to experience
Moroccan luxury while they dine and enjoy the hypnotic dances of
Una, their belly dancer. On certain Friday evenings Una brings additional dancers with her from her belly dancing studio outside of the
restaurant. On some weekends
e need reservations to get in,
LAVtiL
is Una M. become
ty to
parties who come to the
restaurant for special occasions. Children watch her in complete
awe as they witness what they think is a real life fairy dancing
before them Belly dancing appeals to all sons of people ranging
from the yoio ig to the A. It scves .1,, a pi.i feet sia to sit loi.1 in a
C2t good food, take in brilliant colors and
comfottabec
talented belly dancer bring you into WOcid that you were
existecliit the Silicon Valley.

,
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Belly dancing is very
different than all of.lie other kinds of dances. It ero
captivating, yet not sat4curve, every
xviy, wa
,lust. Each
dancer and
representation.
perfect
to her audience
The belly ciancxr
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Some people are born to skateboard
Caylon Alcoffe
a picnic table

one of whom is
Observe as he instinctively ollies off a hip and over
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"When skateboarding, I live in th..
moment, with nothing else there to pollutt
my happiness.
p4

Mali II, Mt

our wheels and a plank of wood. Such a silly creation, yet it holds so many connotations for one such 2s I. It provides me with a
fresh oudook on life. It gives me a chance to re-energize my life. It allows me to instantly be a child again. It reminds me to
live for today. Most imponantly it keeps me sane in a very insane world.
I know to the average reader this all seems so nite and contrived. How could such an absurd Neel mean
so many things to a person? Skateboarding is a romantic relationship. It finds a place in your heart and has a tendency to stay there. You find yourself obsessed with it. You think about it over breakfast, during exams, and
before you sleep. Skateboarding becomes a part of your lifestyk, it becomes something that defines your being.
When skateboarding, I’m set apart from the world. My focus is no longer on the rat race of life but
onto the trick I am seeking to achieve. lim not worried about school, the girl who didn’t,t call back last
night, or the other troubles in my life. When skateboarding, I live in that moment, with nothing else there
to pollute my happiness.
Happiness is the cornerstone of skateboarding. Skateboarding with old friends is one of the
best feelings I’ve experienced. The laughter, exhilaration, and the feeling of unity that permeates from
,
being with others that share the same outlook on life is what it is all about. The knowledge th2t you
have found a pure form of unadulterated happiness is the most valuable thing in skateboarding.
In my existence, has become a constant in the equation that is my life. It is a mistress that will
never leave me as long as I show her love and attention. It is a pleasant feeling to know I will always be
able to find immediate happiness in such a trivial pursuit, Skateboarding is a unique form of happiness that will love me as long as I love it.
It;
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By Ryan Furtado
Photos By Ryan Furtado and Jon Rush
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In the realm of skateboarding, style is what it
is all about. The bowl. ts cleared
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Skateboarding is kept alive by the youth of
tomorrow. A young Tony Trujillo throws down a 180 kickflip
amongst the cement heaven that is Santa Rosa Skatepark.
If you re just trying to pull s
Greer Park is HI
Ben Weaver flies frornside aroun
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Meditation Made Simple
Meditation is proven to be the device to elevate oneself.

Are you seduced by Polo, DKNY, Gucci, FUBU or Guess? Are
you aroused by a new pair of Steve Madden or Nike shoes? 1.-lo you
need acrylic nails or the honest new acressories? Are you lured in
by the sound of 12" speakers? Do you "pun’ to the sound of your
new BMW’s engine? If so, put your BMW in neutral and pay attention
The Buddhist monks dress in special robes and accessonze
them with only a rope as a belt. Does this sound too primitive for
you? It may be, but if you feel lost in a world engulfed in matenal
items. Buddha may have found the answer: meditation. Meditation
induces images of a wise, bearded old man sitting facing the east.
The word also conjurrs images of buming incense, vegetarian
meals, shaved heads aid barefoot strangers sitting in saffron colored mbes at the airport. No doubt meditation still maintains an air
of mysticism. Today, meditation is gaining recognition as a powerful, effective relaxation technique.
During meditation, you can rest more deeply than in sleep, yet
your mind Ls set free to think about yourself It eases stress xid is
prat for your hrilth. According to Barbara Lang, professional healing partner, "Meditation is the act of giving yourself attention, many
people feel they have more to give others aid relationships may
improve."
/lave you ever been so wrapped up in the rhythm of music
that you forgot everything e6e? Have you ever sat and stared off
into a beautiful sunset and been InSt in the stillness?

1\ 1

1 1 11 l’ R 1

You may have already experienced meditation. Dunng these
spontaneous moments, your attention span touches something
greater, the essence of life. Meditation is no different from either of
these mornents; it too is self induced. When prachcing meditation,
you set aside time to allow your mind to create the sarne restful
sense of awareness. Meditation will help clear your mind of clutter
to Fun perspective on your life.
Contraty to popular belief, mediation does not need to last for
hours. It can take as little as one minute ’When properly done,
meditation can give you more time than it actually takes to compkte," according to Brian Luke Seward, author of Managing Stress:
Principles and Strategies for Health and Wellness.
Meditation can take place anytime, anywhere. The lxisic pnncipk of meditation is to do it pnor to any activity, to enhance all of
your abilities. Traditionally meclitation was piastised by the Hindu
monks, after awaking in the mottling and before the evening meal.
Meditation can take pLace at work or in a classroom. If you have
space, pick a favorite spot in your home or garden to use for meditation.
Meditation can be practiced in a vanety of ways. Some of the
most common are mental repetition, visual concentration, repeated
sounds arid physical repetition.
Mental repetition means a thought is produced over and over. It is
most commonly done by use of a mantra, which is a one syllable
word such as: "om,’’ one, prate or love. A mantra can also be a
short positive phrase (e.g., I feel good, 1 arn worthy of love, or My
body is calm and relaxed) to reinforce positive self-esteem.
Visual concentration involves visual focusing or staring at an
object or image. It is similar to a visual mantra. Stare at an object
thire to five feet away until it is etched into the mind with the
exclusion of all other thoughts.
In some forms of meditation, a sound is repeated continually
to help focus the mind’s attention such as the rush of a waterfall,
ocean waves or a rainstorm
Physical repetition is repetitive motion such as the sensation
of breathing. or some other forms of rhythmic aerobic exercise like
running, swimming or walking. These are believed to shift the mind
to an altered state of consciousness or relaxed thinking mode.

Lang suggests, "To begin meditation, start with a short period
of time at five minutes. If that doesn’t seem long enough, do it
twice a day. Increase your time gradually, as you feel comfortabk.
Don’t over do it. It may take a long time to become accustomed to."
Anyone can meditate. "Meditation shouldn’t be forcehil or
rushed. If you are not fully reLixed, you may build habits that prevent you from achieving 2 restful state of awareness," said Donald
Koster, author of -Transcendentalism in America."
By Celina Travis
twin =anion, one eipairnoes satiety diubde seimmtkins.
Internal imagery and sound effects may occur
Most commonly a feeling of relaxation and relief is felt. Others son
through vanous thoughts about your life.
Rerneenng past ernouons fek throughout the day may bring closure and
grve them a chance to tr resolved
A sense of inner peace and near sleep or dream bke images.
Meditation can fine tune sour nervous system to optimal alertness.
Your mind may shift through many or all of these moods dunng mediu
ton Tbe airn of meditation Ls not die relaxation; it Ls to make you more
aim and capable of adapting afterward
If sou are enioving yourself, feel restful arid have a sense lease, you are
meditating correctly In the long run. you will feel more adapuble,
resilient and stable inside yourself and more adapuve outside
Meditation for brginners:
time .3-5numares posture nning or lying down inben anytime
Sit or be down and kt sour mind go Your um is to be there without try
mg to control your thoughts
Let your attention go anvwherc it wants You can think of sex, your to-do
lists, movies, nothing or everything
Notice where your mind gots This exercise helps you over come
the idea that you have go control what you think even when you are n-st
ing Simply "do nothing" and tolerate what ever your body and nund do
You want to be in the same state you’re in when you are about to fall
asleep, with your mind list dnfung
How does this exercise differ from being A couch pout& You are tuning
in to do nothirtg. Notice Mut your attitudes are without fudging yourself
Whether you are reverent. ineverent, bored. happy. tired or excited, wel
come all feeling,
’excerp tab,’ from Fitness Magaxine.
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EGG DONATION PROGRAM
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If you are between the ages of 21 and 32 and in
good health, you can experience the reward and
satisfaction of helping another woman to con
ceive. It is die most heartfelt gift one can gi ve
Our Medical Family specializes in the treatment of fertility. We help many childless cou
pies with our Eu Donation Program.
Visit us on the web: www.ihrcorn/befertili

Contact Kristin (925) 867-1800 ext. 122
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
3160 GOV/ Canton Road, Ste. 150, San Ramon, CA 94583
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’l discovered
Century Graphics for
Custom Pnnted T-shirts. They’re
Fast Easy, arid Affordable! All Their
Prices Include Screen Set-Ilps and
one Hour of Artwork! I loved mq
shirts so tnuch. I told all my friends!
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The Art of Happiness
Pick of the month at Barnes and Noble

TH E
ART OF
HAPPINESS
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About three years ago, I had the once-in-a-lifetime chance to
hear His Holiness the Dalai lama speak in San Francisco. My friend
and I drove up to The City, replete with carneras, notebooks and
the eagemess to see one of the most hated men in Chinese govemment circles.
Our hearts were pounding; our palms were sweaty. For someone raised Catholic, the chance to see the Dalai lama WaS son of
like seeing the Pope by default. I mean, I would never get the
chance to see Pope John Paul II, but I certainly could afford to pay
to listen to the 14th Dalai Lama.
Soon after Mayor Willie Brown introduced His Holiness to the
packed auditorium, a very shy, bashfully timid little man in bright.
colored robes tip-toed on stage. He bowed profusely, more so than
his Tibetan translator. Everyone stood up, and we knew, oh dkl we
know. that we were in the midst of someone HOLY, someone truly
unique and unlike anyone else living on earth today.
Two things struck me about this brown, glasses-toting man.
I) He wanted to know if we Amencans were happy.
2) He had the most illuminating smile that I have ever seen.
Three years later, His Holiness (born Tenzin Gyatso, age 63)
along with an American psychiatrist friend, Howard C. Cutler has
written yet another book, "The Art of Happiness: A Handbook for
Living" (Riverhead Books, $22.95). Sure enough, the cover shows
the same joyful man with nerdy glasses that I was talcen with in San
Francisco.
As the living representative of the Buddhist faith, a Nobel
Peace prize-winning advocate for Tibetan freedom from China and

Pain in the neck?!
VC/hy risk your health or
the heakhofyour family:

CALL TODAY!!
1996 Atlanta summit’
Olympic Doctor
Choropractor
2356 Alum Rock Ave.
San Joss, CA. 95116
and
421 S. 7th St. S.J. Pasco Cantor 1104
San Jos*, CA. 95112
(BY APPOINTUENT CNLY)

uto or work related accident?

need an irrrnaciata chiropractic exarnnation

-Spinal Exam
Consultation

I TEL. 40.
.1

729.5829 (both locations)
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Wham! The DaLai Lama has cut through the layers and layers
of smoggy conunuter lanes, Gap jeans and Caribbean cruise vacations to get to the heart of life, its essence: HAPPINESS. He makes
this point early on in the book, declaring that we have the RIGHT
to happiness (isn’t that in our Declaration of Independence?),
alniost an irony conung from a man who is in political exile from
China.
In 315 pages, he, therefore, tells us HOW to be happy in every
aspect of our lives, from our sexual prowess to depression and
twisted perspective to obsessiveness and anger. He comments on
materialism and how the amount of goods is not a clear conduit to
pure joy, that it may even endanger the psyche:
fini tbe case of wanting more erpensive possessions, if that
is based on a mental attitude that just wants more and more,
then eventually youth reacb a limit of what you can get,
youll come up against reality And when you reach that
limit then you’ll lose ail hope, sink down Ono depression,
and so on That’s one danger inherent in that type of desire

Happiness is one of the simplest emotions and should be central to who we are. As we become adults and play the intricate
games society has to offer, we really lose sight of the fundamental
essence dour youth. We have forgotten how to play, how to have
fun We don It Icnow how to let go or smik for no particular reason.
His Holiness the Dalai UM does and wishes to share his wisdom
and life imperience Silicon Valley 2nd beyond.

Dr. Dan Ho

FREE1

At this very moment, many thousands are born into the
uvrid, some destined to live only a few days or weeks Others
are destined to pusb through to tbe century mark, perhaps even a
bit beyond, and savor every taste hfe has to offer We never
know But whether tve live a day or a century. a central question
always remains What is tbe purpose of our life, What makes
our hies mearungful,
Tbe purpose of our eastence is to seek bappiness

So what do we do? If happiness is so important and if not
enough of us are reveling in it, how do we cope? The title of this
book hints that this is an interactive, (dare I say it?) SELF-HELP
manual. If so, what are some tips?
First off, His Holiness emphasizes the necessity of leaming.
He repeatedly uses the words "compassion" and" empathy" in
order for us to get out of the boundaries of self
He stresses meditation in oilier to discover our core set of values.
He urges us to find the good in everything, painful or infuriat
ing and wntes of his own trauma being forced into exik in
India from the Chinese govemment as an example.

...and Bac
...and shoulder
..and arrns & hand
.... and legs, knees, fee

fi

one of the most influential world leaders alive today, His Holiness
premise is simple. We live to be happy, and if we aren’t happy, then
we aren’t really living:

By Christine Lies
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As the tobacco industry falls to its knees from a flurry of lawsuits from cancer patients and vending machine operators, and multi-bilhoil tIollar settlements with the federal and state governments, a half billion and counting economy las emerged nicotine repLacement therapy.
Whether feeling betrayed by tobacco CEC)s. overcome by anti -smoking sentiment that COntillTICS TO flourish in California (i.e. the smoking
ban bars and recent tobacco t;tx), fed up with paying inflated prices, or simply attempting to lead healthier lives, smokers are searching
for tried and true methods to quit a habit that the Surgeon General declared in 1988 as addictive as COCallle and heroin.
About 16 million Amencans try to quit smoking each year, and about 14 million of them fail The government blames smoking for an
estimated 400,000 deaths a year. Although nicotine replacement products first appeared on the market in 19’1. it wa.sn’t until smoking
became unfashionable anti a pmfit was possible that the campaign to kick the habit came to its current prominence.
And a new approach combining an antidepressant. 111(f/tint‘ replacement and counseling is sharply increasing the chance of success
among people who are uying to give up smoking. Typically. according to scientists at the Centers for Disease Contml and Prevention and
other experts on smoking, fewer than 5 percent of smoks who seek to quit without outside help are successful. But when the new
approach was tried with 40On smokers at centers alms the muntiy, 40 percent to 60 percent lemained smoke fire a year after completing
the program.
The combination treatment. involves bupmpion (a form of Wellbutrin, a drug originally developed as a treatment for depression);
varying dosages of nicotine replacement delivered through the latch, gum. nasal spray or inhaler. and counseling individually tailored

1119.

to tile patient.
Nicotine affects two powerful chernicaLs in the brain, dopamine, which contnbutes to feelings of los’ and pleasure. and norepineph.
nne, which increases energy and concentration. Bupropion works specifically on dopamine and norepinephnne. bnnging them back to
their more natural and longer-Listing kwels and without being addictive.
Dr David P Sachs. director of the Palo Alto Center for Pulmonary I)isease Prevention, and an expert on smoking.related lung disorders and the neunilogical effects of nicotine said, "V"e know it blocks the re-uptake of dopamine and norepinephnne molecules and helt.
restore the more healthy chemical balances of the brain. But we still do not know precisely how ’’
Many San Jose State students who smoke have tned a number of techniques to stop.
Mary (not her real name), a mass communication graduate student. has snxiked for 23 years She did quit once for 4 weeks, after
maim surgery. using Nocorette gum. "It nauseated me.- she said.
But she has no plans to quit anytime soon. "My grandfather smoked and lived to 83. and he never got lung cancer," Mary said. She has
cut clown from three to one pack a day. "It (smoking) relieves anxiety and stimulates me intellectually
Brian, an economics major, has smoked for 16 years lie has tned to quit three times once by going cold turkey and (Wife by using
the pxch Bnan liked the patch. but -there is a lot more to the addiction than lust nicotine." Vith the nght mindset, the patch can he
effective." he said
Remember, the average ex-smoker tried to qua five times before he or she WaS
successful Nicotine addiction is notoriously tenacious. and smokers can relapse
even after going five to 10 years without smoking. Sci. regardless of which methixl
you choose to aid you in your quest for a nicotine-free life, you must, first and foremast, really want to quit smoking Willpower must be your greatest asset to conquer
cigarettes. Good luck and "Down with the tobacco industry’
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